[Point system in diagnostics of the gallbladder cholesterosis].
Development of scoring systems of diagnostics of gallbladder cholesterolosis (GBC) on the grounds of clinical and laboratory-instrumental parameters determined in the general clinical practice. For development of the scoring systems, the methods of the logistic regression (LR) and artificial neuron networks (ANN) were used. The results of specially carried clinical observations of 124 patients, who had cholelithiasis with morphological confirmation of presence of GBC or chronic cholecystitis after planned cholecystectomy, were analysed. The scoring systems of diagnostics of GBC have been created: the detailed scring system, subjected to 24 parameters (12 quantitative ones; 12 qualitative ones) and the diminished scring system subjected to 6 the most informative parameters (3 clinical ones, 3 ultrasonic signs). Using the detailed scoring system of diagnostics of GBC allowed to set a correct diagnosis in 83,8% cases, specificity of the method was 91.80%, sensitiveness--92.11%. Diminished scoring system provides the correct diagnostics of GBC in 68% cases, the model specificity--63.41%, sensitiveness--63.77%. Using LR and ANN allowed to evaluate the influence of individual clinical and laboratory-instrumental parameters on probability of the GBC diagnosis. Developed scoring systems open new possibilities of the early diagnosing of this disease that enables to conduct the identical medication treatment in proper time, cut off clinical presentations and prevent the development of cholelithiasis.